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ABSTRACT

Decay probabilities of light and heavy excitons Interacting with

acoustic phonons in cubic semiconductors with a degenerate valence band are

calculated. The numerical results for GsAs, shoved that the decay probability

of the light exciton is much greater than that of the heavy one.

I. INTHODUCTIOH

The exciton branch of the excitation energy spectrum of a crystal has

an Important role in the interaction of light with Semiconductors, As

shown in many theoretical and experimental works (see review article [1]) it

is necessary to take Into account not only the low exciton energy branch,

but also its high energy region, where the exciton kinetic energy is greater

than its binding energy. Therefore one of the interesting and important

problems is to investigate the decay and the scattering of Wannier-Mott

excitons due to different interaction mechanisms. The results about the decay

of hot excitons due to their interaction with longitudinal optical phonons

were reported in [2], [3]. The decay of excitonB Interacting with acoustic

phonons Is investigated by Lipnio [k] for the low energy region and by

Trallero et al. [5] for a wide range of energies at low temperature and at

finite temperature [6]. All these works [2]-[6] used a two-band model of

semiconductors, so they did not take into account degeneracies of energy bands.

It is well known that In a Beries of semiconductors with the diamond and

zinc-blende structure the upper valence band is fourfold degenerate, so the

problem of the exciton may be solved only by approximate methods: either by

variatlonal calculation or perturbation theory. Recently, Nguyen Van Hieu

and co-workers [?] have suggested the new method to investigate the excitons in

direct band gap cubic semiconductors. They have given the simple explicit

expression for the exciton wave functions and energies. In this paper we

will use the results of Ref. 7 to investigate the decay of excitons due to

their interaction with acoustic phonon. As shown in [7]-[lO], because of the

fourfold degeneration of the upper valence band there are two kinds of

excitons in the semiconductors; heavy exciton and light one. Therefore we

have to calculate the decay probability of both kinds of excitons. The

numerical calculation is done for GaAs and showed that the decay probability

of the light exciton 1B much greater than that of the heavy one.

He use unit system with •& • c « 1.
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II. DECAY PROBABILITIES

We consider an exciton with an electron in the nondegenerate

conduction band and a hole in the fourfold degenerate highest valence band

Interacting with acoustic phonons and decaying into a free electron and a

free hole. According to [7], in the lowest approximation the exciton state
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is characterized by the total momentum, the quantum numbers of the envelope

function, the Bpin index t = ± — of the electron and the valence index

M of the hole. The periodic factors of the Bloch wave function of the

hole in the valence band are basis vectors of the representation with

J = ^ of the angular momentum operator algebra, so M la an eigenvalue

of the projection operator Of angular momentum in the momentum direction,

eo M = ± i, ± ~. For the sake of the simplicity we consider the exciton

In the ground state IS with the momentum S. The initial exciton state

vector can be written aa follows:

with

F.F
for the heavy exciton

M == + |- for the light exciton

|0> being the vacuum state vector 1 (p) (h^ (p1)) is the creation operator

for the electron (hole) with the momentum p(p'). V i s ' ^ " ap'^ l 9 t h e

wave function in the momentum space of a hydrogen-like system with the

reduced mass p and the effective Bohr radius a^;

(3)

rv

(5)

m , m^, HL are the effective masses of the electron, the heavy hole and the

light hole, respectively, e la the background dielectric constant. The

energies of the heavy and the light initial exciton are given by:
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(6)

where E is the band gap, E1S i s binding energy of the ground state
lS-exciton and ^(M^) are the translatlonal masses of the heavy (light)
exciton [7]:

i

Y ̂

The final state is given by the following Btate vector;

with corresponding energy;

for the pair of the free electron and the free light hole

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

for the case with the free heavy hole.

The Hamiltonlan of the interaction between the electron-hole system

and acouatic phonon [10] in the Becond quantization representation can be

written as follows!
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fi * =

(12)

(13)

The upper signs and the upper line in the •brackets in formula (12) correspond

to the absorption and the lower one corresponds to the emission of a phonon.

<o, p | a1, p f q> (<n, p | ri*, p + q>) is the overlap integral between the

modulating parts of the Bloch function of the electrons (holes). C , C are

the deformation potential constant in the conduction and the valence band.

h*. and h+ are the creation and the annihilation operators of the phonon
q q ^

with the momentum q_. p la the crystal density, S is the sound velocity in
the crystal, v is the Bample volume.

Using the "golden rule", from (1), (8), (11), (12) we have for the decay

probability of the heavy exciton:

W H

<

tX (16)
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The equilibrium distribution function of phonons N is:
P
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The sums over the band index can be performed if ve note that the periodic

parts of Bloch functions of the heavy and light holes vith the arbitrary

direction of the momentum p can be given in terms of the eigenstates

of the angular momentum J • i and its

projection J operators, namely:

-t -»

(19)

where VL3/2 is the matrix element in the irreducible representation with

J • j| of the rotation operator which brings the direction of the z-axis to

that of the momentum vector p.

After some algebraic manipulations ve get for the decay probability of

the heavy exciton:

(20)

where:

(21)

(22)



_ ai
(23)

4
(25)

(2T)

(28)

(29)

The energy and momentum conservation laws Impose a severe restriction on the

region of the exclton momentum variation;

(31)

so the above expressions are veil defined.

For the light exciton we have an analogous formula but the heavy

exclton mass tL must be replaced by the mass H of the light exciton.

From (20)-{30) we obtain the asymptotic expression for the decay

probabilities of the heavy and the light exciton in high kinetic energy

region a^K » 1:

(32)

(33)

where

r = H*« Qi

Mo

Syr fa mpL £•

Prom (32) and (33) we have:

(35)

For the case of GaAa (m '= 0,066, tu » 0,5^, mL » 0,085 in atomic units)
and of InSb (mQ = O.Olh, m̂  - 0,!» and m̂  • 0,016) this *atio equals
2,3 and 3, respectively.
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For GaAs the dependences Of W (K) and tf (K) on the exciton
it n

momentum K calculated on a computer are plotted In Fig. 1. The behaviour

of each of then does not differ froa the results in the simple two-band model

[1*1-16], but the value of decay probability of the light exclton ia much

greater than that of the heavy exciton.

Finally ve note that to apply the results of the calculations on the

problem of the damping of excitons to the interpretation of the experimental

data ire have to investigate the decay of excitons due to other interaction

mechanisms, for example, the interaction with Impurities and optical phonons.

ThiB problem will be investigated in a forthcoolng publication.
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Fig. 1
Decay probabilities of the light exciton w»a the heavy exciton.

The dotted lines ana dashed lin«B give, respectively, the values

for T • 10°K and ~a"100°K.
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